This study investigates the effects of interface edge configuration on the stress distribution near the edge of a ceramics/metal joint system interface using numerical thermal elastoplastic analysis. Finite element bonded dissimilar models were employed, which consisted of an elastic material to represent the ceramics and an elastoplastic material in the case of the metal. In this finite element method (FEM) study, it was assumed that silicon nitride and nickel were bonded at high temperatures and cooled slowly. The thermal elastoplastic behavior on the free surface of the ceramic side near the edge of the interface was determined numerically. The dependence of thermal elastoplastic behavior on geometrical interfacial configuration was also clarified numerically using FEM models with various interface edge configurations. Results of the numerical analysis were compared with the dependence of practical tensile bonding strength on the interface edge angle of a silicon nitride/nickel joints system bonded at 780°C, with the same interface shape as that of the analytical model. The practical tensile bonding strength was improved by setting the optimum interface shape. The optimum interface shape was obtained by determining the effects of the interface wedge angle on practical tensile bonding strength. Results of thermal elastoplastic analysis for the FEM model and fracture patterns suggest that an appropriate interface shape can reduce thermal residual stress near the interface edges on the ceramic side.
Introduction
Fine ceramics, which provide excellent mechanical properties, may be joined with metals and applied across a variety of industries. Ceramics can be used in engineering structural components where high strength and resistance to high temperatures are required for optimum structural design. The joining of ceramic materials to metals generates a bonded interface between the ceramic material and the metal. If two dissimilar materials are bonded at high temperatures, joining ceramics to a metal is associated with serious issues related to increased residual stresses near the interface edge in the cooling process. This residual stress considerably weakens ceramics/metal joints. The reduction of residual stress near the edge of the ceramics/metal interface is required in order to produce and design bonded dissimilar materials. The reliability of bonded dissimilar materials has been studied with a view to reducing residual stress and obtaining the optimum geometric configuration of an interface using theoretical and numerical analyses. Previous theoretical and experimental studies (Arai, et al., 1993) , (Bogy, et al., 1968) , (Bogy, et al., 1971) , (Hein, et al., 1971) , , (Inoue, et al., 1995-11) , (Inoue, et al., 1996) , (Inoue, et al., 1999) , (James, et al., 1989) , (Kelly, et al., 1992) , (Koguchi, et al., 1993) , (Murata, et al., 1992) , (Nakayama, et al., 2017) , (Yang, et al., 1997) , Muraoka, Tokumoto, Nakayama, Tominaga and Tateno, Mechanical Engineering Journal, Vol.6, No.3 (2019) [DOI: 10.1299/mej.18-00561] (Yokoi, et al., 2010) , (Yokoi, et al., 2011) have shown that employing the optimum shape of an interface edge could improve the bonding strength and reliability of bonded dissimilar materials. Theoretical elastic analysis suggests that the optimum interface edge configuration leads to a disappearance of the stress singularity and a reduction in its index. However, an effective selection method for the optimum interface has not yet been demonstrated using practical experiments and theoretical analysis. The majority of the interface shapes that are used in experiments on ceramics/metal joints were plane surfaces, because machining ceramic materials is very difficult and complicated.
This study investigates the effect of interfacial edge configuration on stress distributions near the edge of the interface on the ceramic side of the ceramics/metal joint system using numerical thermal elastoplastic analysis. Thermal elastoplastic FEM analysis is employed in order to determine the thermal residual stress near the interface edge under arbitrary geometrical interface conditions on the metal side. Thermal elastoplastic behavior was clarified using the distribution features of the thermal residual stress. The dependence of thermal elastoplastic behavior on the geometrical interface configuration was also determined numerically using FEM. Numerical results were compared with practical experimental results, which showed the effects of the wedge angle on the practical tensile strength of the silicon nitride/nickel joints specimens. The practical tensile bonding strength was improved by setting an optimum interface shape. The optimum interface shape was obtained by examining the effects of the interface wedge angle on practical tensile bonding strength. Both thermal elastoplastic analysis on FEM and fracture pattern results indicate that using an optimized interface shape could reduce thermal residual stress near interface edges on the ceramic side.
Numerical analysis method and experimental procedure

FEM analysis
Silicon-nitride Si 3 N 4 /Ni joint models, which consist of two homogeneous isotropic materials that are perfectly bonded at the interface and are immersed in a uniform temperature field, were used in this FEM analysis. Table 1 shows the properties of both Ni (Tateno, et al., 1996) and Si 3 N 4 (Tateno, et al., 2014) . The ceramic material was assumed to be an elastic material that was independent of temperature conditions. The metal was assumed to be an elastoplastic material with temperature dependence. Thermal residual stress near the edge of the interface along the free surface of the ceramic side was calculated using two-dimensional bonded dissimilar materials, with the wedge angles shown in Fig. 1 . Figure 1 shows the base FEM model of a half plane-strain Si 3 N 4 /Ni joint. This model is based on bonded models composed of ceramics and metal, with a length that was sufficiently large to describe the interface accurately. The boundary conditions were set according to the details described in a report on a previous FEM study (Koguchi, et al., 1993) .
Stress singularity results from differences between the properties of the materials and shapes at an interface edge. The appearance of stress concentration is also considered to be within only a limited range near the interface edge in thermal elastoplastic FEM analysis. Our goals in this study included determining the thermal elastoplastic stress distribution near the interface edge on the ceramic side and the effects of interface wedge angle on the stress concentration near the interface edge. The stress concentration near the interface edge was practically independent of Muraoka, Tokumoto, Nakayama, Tominaga and Tateno, Mechanical Engineering Journal, Vol.6, No.3 (2019) [DOI: 10.1299/mej.18-00561] the x-direction lengths of both materials and the boundary conditions far from the interface edges when the metal length W M was greater than the interface length W. The parameters of the base model were determined based on this analysis. These boundary conditions allow ceramics far from the interface edge to deform freely, without the effects of fastening at the interface.
The interface wedge angles for this model, ϕ 1 and ϕ 2, were defined using the configuration angle between the interface and free surfaces of both materials. The wedge angles of the metal side ϕ 2 were set in increments of 9° over a range from 27° to 180°, while maintaining the wedge angle of the ceramic side at ϕ 1 = 90°. Each interface shape was set to a plane surface in order to relate the FEM results to experimental results related to the effect of the interface wedge shape on the practical bonding strength of Si 3 N 4 to the Ni system for a flat interface and free surfaces. The polar coordinates (r, θ) and Cartesian coordinates (x, y) with an origin at the vertex S are defined, as shown in this figure. The stress state was represented by three components in terms of the respective coordinates of the models. Normal and shear stresses were defined as (σ x , σ y ) and (τ xy ) in the Cartesian coordinate system. The lengths of both the ceramic material and metal in the x-direction were set as equal to the width of interface W of the base FEM model. The dimensions of each material used in the FEM model were set to W C /W = W M /W = 1.0. FEM analysis was performed in order to clarify the effects of the interface wedge angle of the metal on thermal stresses near the edge of the interface, along the free surface on the ceramic side, by systematically changing the metal wedge angle. The other conditions of the base model were maintained.
The FEM model was finely subdivided near the interface corner in order to evaluate the stress concentration occurring near the edge of the interface. A quadrilateral 4-node plane-strain element was applied to the FEM models. The mesh should be highly refined near the edge of the interface. The density of the elements near the edge of the interface was set to increase to subdivisions of 21 in the r-direction and 9° in the θ-direction. The ratio of adjacent element sizes was fixed to 1:0.7. The size of the minimum element was set to r min /W = 1.0×10
-4 for each model. The thermal residual stress near the edge of the interface on the ceramic side of the joint was evaluated using an FEM model that was uniformly cooled from T = 780°C to room temperature. The thermal elastoplastic behavior of ceramics near the edge of the interface was simulated using FEM. The results were discussed and compared with the experimental results for the bonding strength of the Si 3 N 4 /Ni specimens, as detailed in the following subsection.
Experimental procedure
The materials used in the experiments were the electroconductive ceramic silicon nitride (Si 3 N 4 , manufactured by Nippon Tungsten Ltd.) and pure nickel (Ni manufactured by The Nilaco Corp.). The jointed specimens were machined to the shape shown in the front view in Fig. 2 . The geometric conditions of the interface edge were characterized by a wedge angle defined as the configuration angle between the flat interface and the straight free surface on the ceramic side. The wedge angles on both sides of Si 3 N 4 and Ni are represented by ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 , respectively. and (c) show the configurations for 30° < ϕ 2 < 90° and 90° < ϕ 2 < 180°, respectively. Each interface surface is a rectangle with a width of 6 mm and a thickness of 3 mm. The wedge angle ϕ 2 was set in increments of 15° over a range Muraoka, Tokumoto, Nakayama, Tominaga and Tateno, Mechanical Engineering Journal, Vol.6, No.3 (2019) [DOI: 10.1299/mej.18-00561] from 30° to 180° on the metal side, retaining the geometric conditions of the interface edge on the ceramic side at ϕ 1 = 90°. This allowed us to observe the effects of the wedge angle on the bonding strength of Si 3 N 4 /Ni joints with a plane interface and straight free surfaces.
Each Si 3 N 4 /Ni joint plate in this experiment was produced by electric discharge machining (EDM) and bonded at 780°C under vacuum using the brazing metal method. Bonding strength σB is defined by the tensile strength in the bonded state and was evaluated at room temperature using a tensile testing machine at a crosshead speed of 1 mm/min. The tensile bonding strength was obtained through dividing the fracture load by the area of the joint interface. Fractured specimens were observed under a microscope (Keyence VHX-100) after the tensile strength test.
Results and discussion
Thermal stress distribution occurring in FEM model
Thermal elastoplastic stress behaviors were confirmed using numerical analysis models with arbitrary geometrical interfaces. A sample of our numerical results is shown in Fig. 3 . Figure 3 shows the distributions of normal (σ x , σ y ) and shear stresses on typical joint models with an arbitrary wedge angle (ϕ 2 = 63°, 90°, and 126°). The stress state was represented by three components at the respective coordinates in the models. Normal and shear stresses were defined as (σ x , σ y ) and (τ xy ) in Cartesian coordinates and (σ r , σθ) and (τ rθ ) in polar coordinates. This simulation confirmed that σ x exhibited a more significant increase than the other stresses as x approached the edge of the interface on the ceramic free surface. Previous experimental studies (Yokoi, et al., 2010) , (Yokoi, et al., 2011) describe ceramics/metal joint specimens fractured near the interface edge on the ceramic side in tensile test. A particular crack occurred in the ceramic side near the interface edge, which then propagated toward the inside of the ceramic layer. The origin of fracture in ceramics should be related to the maximum tensile or concentration stress required to open a particular crack. Therefore, stress σ x on a ceramic free surface was used in this analysis. Stress that is normal to the interface σ x (y = 0) is the same as σ r (θ = 90°) on the free surface of the ceramic side.
The stresses in the x-direction near the edge of the interface on the ceramic side are greater than the other stress components. It appears that this concentration of the σ x is generated in each model. Figure 4 shows the distributions of normal stress σ r (θ = 90°), namely σ x at y = 0 on the ceramic side of the free surface. This stress distribution indicates low stress in areas that are far from the interface edge. It is noted that the area can deform freely, without the effects of fastening on materials at the interface. This implies that normal stress increases exponentially in proportion to the decrease of r/W or x/W. It is also confirmed that σ r increased toward positive infinity as r (or x) approached 0. The gradient of stress concentration in the logarithmic graph can be regarded as the intensity of the thermal residual stress. This intensity depends on range of coordinate values r (= x). The gradient is approximately constant in the range 10 -3 < r/W < 10 -1 . This result was validated using models in which the area near the interface edge was subdivided more finely than in the case of the base model. The gradient calculated using this model approximated the dashed line shown in Fig.  4 . The difference between the broken line and the stress distribution was shown in the vicinity of the interface edge. Finely subdividing elements can allow us to approach the correct solution using FEM analysis. Simulation results may be not highly accurate at points that are closer to the interface edge because a sharp difference between stresses in the ceramic and metal sides is generated there. For this reason, nodal points that are near and far away from the edge should be excluded from the scope of evaluation. Therefore, a range of 10 -3 < r/W < 10 -1 was regarded as the Muraoka, Tokumoto, Nakayama, Tominaga and Tateno, Mechanical Engineering Journal, Vol.6, No.3 (2019) [DOI: 10.1299/mej.18-00561] appropriate evaluation range for the intensity of thermal residual stress. The distribution of stress σ x on the free ceramic surface can be considered to follow the dashed line shown in Fig. 4 . Thermal elastoplastic behavior indicates that stress singularity also appears at the interface edge. This result is similar to that of thermal elastic behavior. Stress singularities are generated because ceramics were fastened by the metal, which was strengthened by metal work hardening. The distribution of σ x near the interface edge was used for the analysis of these singularities.
Thermal elastoplastic stress distribution on the free surface of the ceramic side are shown in Fig. 5 (a), (b) . The stress distributions σ x for ϕ 2 < 90° and ϕ 2 > 90° are provided in Fig. 5 (a) and (b) , respectively. These figures clearly Muraoka, Tokumoto, Nakayama, Tominaga and Tateno, Mechanical Engineering Journal, Vol.6, No.3 (2019) [DOI: 10.1299/mej. show the stress singularity formed in each model, near the edge of the interface on the free surface of the ceramic side.
For the case of ϕ 2 ≤ 90°, the gradient of stress distribution decreases with decreasing wedge angle, as shown in Fig. 5 (a). For ϕ 2 > 90°, the gradient was subject to a slight change but almost equal independent of metal wedge angle when ϕ 2 approaches approximately ϕ 2 = 150º, as shown in Fig. 5 (b) . The thermal stress, σ r (corresponding to σ x ), on the free surface of the ceramic side could be related to fracture origin of the Si 3 N 4 /Ni joints. The concentration intensity of the Muraoka, Tokumoto, Nakayama, Tominaga and Tateno, Mechanical Engineering Journal, Vol.6, No.3 (2019) [DOI: 10.1299/mej.18-00561] residual stress affects the resistance against external load near the edge of the interface on the ceramic side. The node points near the edge of the interface, with r/W = 1.5×10 -3 , 2.5×10 -3 , 4.0×10 -3 , and 6.0×10 -3 , except for the closest node point of the edge, were selected to show the dependence of the thermal residual stress on the wedge angle. Figure 6 shows the effects of the interface wedge angle on thermal residual stress near the edge of the interface. For the case of ϕ 2 < 90º, the tensile residual stress decreases with decreasing angle, as shown in Fig. 6 . For 90º < ϕ 2 < 145º, the tensile residual stress σ r increases with increasing angle ϕ 2 , as shown in Fig. 6 . For ϕ 2 > 150º, the tensile residual stress σ r increases with increasing angle ϕ 2 . These results show almost the same tendency independent of the nodal point in the vicinity of the interface edge. The thermal elastoplastic behaviors were compared with previous numerical results for the residual stresses in axisymmetric ceramic/metal joints (Koguchi, et al., 1993) . Several wedge angles of the metal were analyzed by performing thermal elastoplastic analysis using the FEM.
The stress concentration was generated near the interface edge even if plasticity was taken into account in the material properties. The effects of the metal wedge angle on the principal stress and stresses along the free surface of the ceramic side were also detailed. The principal stress was reduced by changing the metal wedge angle from a right angle to an angle ranging from 45° to 135°. It was confirmed that the thermal elastoplastic behavior observed in this study was similar to the previous results derived using axisymmetric joint models. The numerical results in this study can be expanded to include a wide range of bonded dissimilar materials.
Experimental results
The effects of the wedge angle ϕ 2 on tensile bonding strength that were confirmed using Si 3 N 4 /Ni joints are shown in Fig. 7 . Typical fracture patterns appeared after tensile tests, as shown in Fig. 8 . The fracture patterns depend on the wedge angle. Each fracture pattern was classified as either Type A or Type B.
The debonding of the interface between ceramics and the brazing filler metal occurred at wedge angles lower than the geometric condition ϕ 2 ≤ 75°; a fracture pattern that is classified as Type A. Under geometric conditions between 90º ≤ ϕ 2 ≤ 180º, all joints were fractured at the edge of the interface on the ceramic side. This fracture pattern is classified as Type B. It appears that σB depends on the residual stress near the edge of the interface on the ceramic side, under the condition 90º ≤ ϕ 2 ≤ 180º. Figure 7 shows not only the effects of ϕ 2 on σB but also the dependence of the fracture patterns of Si 3 N 4 /Ni joints on the wedge angle.
For 90º ≤ ϕ 2 ≤ 135º, increasing the wedge angle from a right angle improves the tensile bonding strength, since changing the wedge angle caused a reduction in the residual stress. The maximum bonding strength appears at approximately ϕ 2 = 135º. This result corresponds to the simulation result shown in Fig. 6 and is caused by the decrease in the concentration intensity of the residual stress that accompanies an increase of the wedge angle ϕ 2 from 90º.
Resistance against the tensile load was strengthened by reducing the thermal residual stress.
For 135º < ϕ 2 < 180º, increasing the wedge angle led to a reduction in the tensile bonding strength, since the intensity of the residual stress was increased for wedge angles above ϕ 2 = 135º. This result also corresponds with the FEM results. Muraoka, Tokumoto, Nakayama, Tominaga and Tateno, Mechanical Engineering Journal, Vol.6, No.3 (2019) [DOI: 10.1299/mej. For the case of ϕ 2 ≤ 90º, an angle of ϕ 2 = 90º is the critical point at which the origin of fracture changes. According to the results contained in Fig. 7 , it appears that the stress due to tension exerts a greater influence on bonding strength than thermal residual stress. In particular, the bonding strength is small when angle ϕ 2 is less than 90º. Even though the intensity of the residual stress could be reduced by decreasing the wedge angle from a right angle, the bonding strength does not improve, since fracture depends on the adhesive power between the ceramic material and the brazing metal. As the adhesive power of an interface dominates its bonding strength, the generation and development of the shear force causes debonding of the interface.
This study describes the effects of varying the wedge angle on bonding strength and fracture patterns at the Si 3 N 4 /Ni interface. Si 3 N 4 /Ni joint specimens were used with a wedge angle in the range 30° ≤ ϕ 2 ≤ 180° on the metal side of the interface, while retaining an angle of ϕ 1 = 90° on the ceramic side. The dominant factors related to the bonding strength were determined experimentally. For a wedge angle of 90º ≤ ϕ 2 ≤ 180º, the thermal residual stress near the interface edge on the ceramic side dominates the bonding strength, with all specimens fracturing at the interface edge on the ceramic side. The bonding strength was improved by reducing the thermal residual stress by altering the wedge angle. The maximum bonding strength was obtained for an approximate angle of ϕ 2 = 135º. The thermal elastoplastic analysis indicated that this wedge angle could be used to reduce thermal residual stress.
Conclusions
This study performs a numerical thermal elastoplastic investigation into the effects of interface edge configuration on the distributed stresses near the interface edge on the ceramic side of a bonded ceramics/metal joint system. Thermal elastoplastic FEM was conducted to clarify the distribution of thermal residual stress near the edge of the interface for each wedge condition using silicon nitride/nickel joint models. The numerical results were compared with the experimental results, which showed the effects of wedge angle on the tensile strength of the joint specimens. The conclusions obtained from these findings are summarized as follows:
(1) The stress singularity was confirmed near the edge of the interface, on the free surface of the ceramic side of each FEM model. For ϕ 2 ≤ 90°, the gradient of stress distribution decreases with decreasing wedge angle. For ϕ 2 > 90°, the gradient shows a slight change but almost equal independent of metal wedge angle when ϕ 2 approaches Muraoka, Tokumoto, Nakayama, Tominaga and Tateno, Mechanical Engineering Journal, Vol.6, No.3 (2019) [DOI: 10.1299/mej. approximately ϕ 2 = 150º.
(2) The effects of the wedge angle ϕ 2 on the practical tensile bonding strength were confirmed using Si 3 N 4 /Ni joints that were produced at T = 780°C. (3) The effects of the wedge angle on bonding strength were determined by taking the effects of the wedge angle on the intensity of the residual stress into account.
(4) Changing the wedge angle from a right angle improves the tensile bonding strength, since a wedge angle of 90º ≤ ϕ 2 ≤ 135º results in a reduction in residual stress. The maximum bonding strength appears at approximately ϕ 2 = 135º. This result corresponds with the FEM results, as increasing ϕ 2 from a value of ϕ 2 = 90º leads to a decrease in the concentration intensity of the residual stress.
(5) The geometrical condition ϕ 2 = 90º is the critical condition at which a change in the fracture origin is observed.
Although the intensity of the residual stress can be reduced by decreasing the wedge angle from a right angle, the bonding strength does not improve. This is because fracture depends on the adhesion power between ceramic materials and a brazing metal under the geometrical condition ϕ 2 ≤ 90º.
